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REPORT OF THE JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION 

IN RELATION TO THE METROPOLITAN REGION SCHEME MAJOR AMENDMENT 1221/41 – 
BANJUP URBAN PRECINCT   

 

1 REFERENCE AND PROCEDURE 

1.1 The Metropolitan Region Scheme Major Amendment 1221/41 – Banjup Urban 
Precinct (Banjup Major Amendment) was gazetted on 14 September 2012 and 
tabled in the Legislative Council on 19 September 2012.   

1.2 The Banjup Major Amendment came before the Joint Standing Committee on 
Delegated Legislation (Committee) for scrutiny as a disallowable instrument pursuant 
to Term of Reference 3.7(b) which defines such instruments in Term of Reference 3.6 
as: “an instrument, not being subsidiary legislation, that is made subject to 
disallowance by either House under a written law.”  Section 56(1) of the Planning 
and Development Act 2005 (Act) permits the Parliament to disallow a scheme or 
amendment.1  

1.3 The Banjup Major Amendment rezones 151.75 hectares from a Rural-Water 
Protection Zone to the Urban and Urban Deferred Zones and the Primary Regional 
Roads reservation (and inclusion in the Water Catchments reservation) in the Banjup 
locality (which is between Armadale Road and Jandakot Airport).  The area is being 
developed by the proponent for housing on what was a 30 year old sand quarry, 
extensively mined and degraded.  The quarry was closed three years ago.   

1.4 The explanatory materials accompanying the Banjup Major Amendment reveal it to 
have been a controversial proposal for various reasons including Aboriginal heritage, 
the change in water priority classification from P2 to P3,2 environmental issues, 
regional roads matters and airport noise pollution.3 

                                                      
1  It states: “(1) A copy of the scheme or amendment and a copy of the report of the Commission on the 

submissions referred to in sections 48 and 52 are to be laid before each House of Parliament within 6 
sitting days of that House next following the date of the publication of the scheme or amendment in the 
Gazette.  (2) Either House of Parliament may, by resolution of which notice has been given within 12 
sitting days of that House after the scheme or amendment has been laid before it under subsection (1), 
pass a resolution disallowing the scheme or amendment.  (3) As soon as the scheme or amendment is no 
longer subject to disallowance under subsection (2), the scheme or amendment has effect as if it were 
enacted by this Act.  (4) If either House of Parliament passes a resolution disallowing the scheme or 
amendment, notice of the disallowance is to be published in the Gazette within 21 days of the passing of 
the resolution.”  

2  Priority 2 (P2) areas are declared over land where low intensity development (such as rural) already 
exists. Priority 3 (P3) source protection areas are defined to manage the risk of pollution to the water 
source. P3 areas are declared over land where water supply sources need to co-exist with other land uses 
such as residential, commercial and light industrial developments. 

3  Three submissions were in support, six objected and there were 19 commentary submissions. 
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2 AIRCRAFT NOISE 

2.1 The focus of the Committee’s Report is the impact of aircraft noise from Jandakot 
Airport on future Banjup Urban Precinct residents’ health and well-being.   

2.2 The Committee was alerted to this issue when it scrutinised Submission 23 made by 
the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) as its contribution to the 
Western Australian Planning Commission’s (WAPC) proposal to re-zone the old sand 
quarry.  DEC’s Submission 23 is reproduced in Appendix 1. 

2.3 On the following page is a contour Map of the Banjup Urban Precinct provided by the 
Banjup Residents’ Group Inc.4  The contour Map shows a system of Australian Noise 
Exposure Forecast (ANEF) contours ranging from 20 to 30 in both areas at intervals 
of five units.5  The ANEF is a cumulative measure of aircraft noise exposure which 
amongst other things, takes into account: 

• the forecast frequency of aircraft types and movements on the various flight 
paths; and  

• the average daily distribution of daily aircraft arrivals and departures. 

2.4 The ANEF contours are the official forecasts of future noise exposure patterns around 
an airport and constitute the contours on which land use planning authorities base their 
controls.  The contour Map shows both a ‘Frame’ and ‘Core’ area within which 
Jandakot Airport noise flows into the areas.   

                                                      
4  It comprises 245 residents on 126 properties who gave ‘qualified’ support to the proposal. 
5  The established ANEF system is documented in Australian Standard AS2021. 
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2.5 The WAPC used Draft State Planning Policy 5.3 titled – Land Use Planning in the 
Vicinity of Jandakot Airport October 2011 (Draft SPP 5.3) to plan the sub-division.  
It provides that, for example, a house: 

• in the Frame area up to 20 ANEF is conditionally acceptable.  (The southern 
part of the Banjup Urban Precinct is ANEF 20, thus acceptable); but  

• in the Core area, for anything greater than 20 ANEF a dwelling there is not 
acceptable.  (The southern part of the Precinct is 20 ANEF thus acceptable.) 

2.6 Draft SPP 5.3 notes that while a band of the surrounding land is zoned Rural under the 
Metropolitan Region Scheme, rural residential subdivision and development has taken 
place in parts of this area.   

2.7 Housing has been developed to within 750 metres of the southern end of the main 
runway, while the closest housing to the north west of the main runways is some 
1.5km away.  The closest urban residential development is situated approximately 2.5 
km to the north east of the main runways.6 

 

                                                      
6  Draft State Planning Policy 5.3 – Land Use Planning in the Vicinity of Jandakot Airport October 2011, 

p2. 
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2.8 The WAPC said: 

The amendment is located within the ‘Frame Area’ of draft SPP 5.3, 
which states that where there is a demonstrated strategic need for 
more intensive development, consideration will be given to 
appropriate rezoning.   

In this case, based on the unique circumstances of the site being 
extensively cleared, its size and scale and agreement from the DoW to 
an Urban zoning, the proposal is considered to be of strategic 
significance.   

In relation to the small intrusion within the ‘Core Area’ (20 ANEF 
contour) of draft SPP 5.3, the landowners have confirmed their 
awareness of this situation and no incompatible land uses (such as 
residential development) would be located in these areas.  Therefore, 
there is no need to defer the finalisation of the proposed amendment 
pending the outcome of the review of draft SPP 5.3. 

2.9 On its face, the WAPC has applied Draft SPP 5.3 to the proposed subdivision.  
However, as the Banjup Residents’ Association relevantly noted, the ANEF contours 
referred to there are a “prediction, not a certainty”.7  There are alternate descriptors of 
airport noise.  This was pointed out in the Jandakot Airport Master Plan 2009, a plan 
which predicts greater numbers of aircraft movements and their accompanying noise.  
It states: 

Although not a statutory requirement, the [Commonwealth’s] 
Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and 
Local Government, advocates the use of alternative descriptors to 
depict aircraft noise impacts.  

This is because experience has shown the ANEF to not be a 
particularly useful tool in explaining aircraft noise exposure to the 
general public. 

Accordingly, for this Master Plan, contours have also been prepared 
which depict the average daily number of noise events above 60dB(A) 
expected in 2029/30. These are also known as N60 contours.  

N60 has been chosen, as it is considered by the Department of 
Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local 

                                                      
7  Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 1221/41, Banjup Urban Precinct, Report on Submissions; 

Submissions, Transcript of Hearings, containing the Banjup Residents’ Association Submission of 
Qualified Support, tabled 23 April 2012. 
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Government as an appropriate indicator of the noise regime around a 
busy general aviation airport.  

This is because the small aircraft involved in carrying out training 
circuits, normally generate outdoor sound pressure levels at houses 
which are around the 60dB(A) level.  

The forecasts indicate that by 2029/30 the Airport will be conducting 
514,650 fixed wing and almost 76,000 helicopter operations for a 
total of around 590,650 movements. 

While the 20 ANEF is the lowest contour shown, it does not mean 
there will be no aircraft noise outside the contour.  

A study has shown at 20 ANEF, approximately 10% of people 
consider themselves ‘seriously affected’ and approximately 45% 
‘moderately affected’ by aircraft noise.  

Generally, ANEF maps only depict down to 20 ANEF because of 
imprecision and uncertainties at and beyond this level. The provision 
of the alternative noise descriptors…, aims to provide more relevant 
information for these outer areas in particular.8 

2.10 Whilst acknowledging “serious concerns about the suitability of the ANEF system”9 
the WAPC said Draft SPP 5.3 addresses this by requiring a more conservative 
approach.  Although not mandatory in the Frame area for example, future residents 
will be notified about aircraft noise on their Certificates of Title.10 

2.11 The Committee noted the following general comment by DEC in its submission to the 
WAPC: 

The proposed development of the subject land would represent a new 
urban expansion into an area that has previously been used for non-
noise sensitive purposes and would not protect airport infrastructure 
from encroachment.   

There would be implications for residents living with noise impacts as 
the subject land lies under the main southern circuit paths used by the 
majority of aircraft undertaking training at the Jandakot Airport.  

                                                      
8  The Jandakot Airport Master Plan 2009, http://www.jandakotairport.com.au/other/id.php?ID=24,  

viewed on 19 September 2012, pp98 -102. 
9  Letter from Hon John Day MLA, Minister for Planning, 31 October 2012, p2. 
10  Via memorials and also noise insulation measures.   

http://www.jandakotairport.com.au/other/id.php?ID=24
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There is now significant research regarding health impacts that may 
be associated with increased noise levels.11 

2.12 DEC said in its “Additional Technical Comments”, that the southern circuit is used in 
preference to the northern circuit in acknowledgment of the significant community 
opposition in that area to flight training.12  DEC also advised the following to the 
WAPC: 

• The potential for the whole of the subject land to receive an average of more 
than 200 over-flights per day at levels above 60dB(A) (compared with 50 per 
day in the north). 

• That the contours were only plotted for up to 200 events per day and that the 
actual numbers may be much higher given that the Airport plans to 
accommodate some 470,000 movements per year by 2029/30 which is an 
average of 1,287 movements per day rather than 200. 

• That the Jandakot Airport Master Plan 2009 contains a discrepancy between 
the proposed aircraft movements and those on which the ANEF was based. 
DEC cite section 5.3 of the Master Plan as indicating: 

(1) 1,618 movements per day while the number in the Runway Utilisation 
Table in Figure 27 of the Master Plan on which the 2029/30 ANEF was 
based, was only 1,042 per day total. 

(2) That the number of helicopter movements per day is 208 compared with 
73 in the ANEF Map.13  

2.13 DEC concluded that the number of movements used in section 5.3 of the Jandakot 
Airport Master Plan 2009: 

are therefore significantly greater than those in the model on which 
the ANEF and presumably the N60 was based.  The implication of this 
is that both the 20 ANEF and the N60 contours may underestimate the 
extent of the ultimate noise impact areas.14 

                                                      
11  Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 1221/41, Banjup Urban Precinct, Report on Submissions; 

Submissions, Transcript of Hearings, containing Submission number 23, p2. 
12  Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 1221/41, Banjup Urban Precinct, Report on Submissions; 

Submissions, Transcript of Hearings, containing Submission number 23, p4. 
13  The Committee has checked these figures and confirms DEC’s view of their inaccuracy. 
14  Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 1221/41, Banjup Urban Precinct, Report on Submissions; 

Submissions, Transcript of Hearings, containing Submission number 23, p4. 
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2.14 WAPC said it “considered draft SPP 5.3 and the potential impact of light aircraft 
noise on future residents within the site”15 concluding that a strategic need is 
demonstrated as the amendment area is recognised for urban development in 
Directions 2031 and Beyond.16 

2.15 The relevance of DEC’s commentary at paragraph 2.12 regarding aircraft movements; 
noise from movements; and noise contours lies in DEC’s following statements. 

• Noise impacts tend to be greater during the day and on weekends when flight 
training is busiest and when residents are at home but outdoors.   

• There is a significant body of research data showing the health impacts from 
noise as being hypertension leading over time to increased incidence of heart 
disease and stroke; and 

• These health outcomes are evident from noise levels roughly equivalent to 15 
ANEF and relevantly, the 15 ANEF contour would enclose the whole of the 
subject land.  This would pose a significant risk to vulnerable groups such as 
children and the elderly.17 

2.16 The Committee is of the view that DEC’s questioning of the fundamental basis on 
which the current ANEF contours were made should have been investigated further by 
the WAPC.  This was put to the WAPC and its responses to various questions 
regarding DEC’s claims, is attached at Appendix 2. 

2.17 WAPC said it does not “test or otherwise critique a submission from specialist 
government agencies as these need to be accepted by the WAPC in good faith”.18 
Further, “it is common practice for a proponent to request a hearing to further 
emphasise their written submissions to a Hearings Committee [and that] DEC did not 
request a hearing.”19 

2.18 The Committee is of the view that while the WAPC accepted DEC’s submission in 
good faith, it did not analyse the merits or otherwise of DEC’s claims.  Further, 
WAPC failed to test these claims directly with the Department of Health in the public 

                                                      
15  Letter from Hon John Day MLA, Minister for Planning, 31 October 2012, p2. 
16  According to the website, Directions 2031 “addresses urban growth needs and also takes into 

consideration the need to protect … natural ecosystems.” 
17  In a late submission to the WAPC, Stockland said it is proposing: small cottage lots; medium family sized 

lots; single and two storey homes; grouped housing of 1-4 stories; either 4 or 6 storey apartments and 
aged housing. 

18  Letter from Hon John Day MLA, Minister for Planning, 31 October 2012, p2. 
19  Letter from Hon John Day MLA, Minister for Planning, 31 October 2012, p2. 
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interest.20  This suggests WAPC is process driven rather than focussed on analysing 
substantive claims, especially claims that impact the public health imperative.  
WAPC’s comment in its report is as follows: 

The proponent has been advised of the DEC’s comments which in 
many circumstances involve further investigation and consideration 
at subsequent stages of the planning process, in particular any local 
scheme amendments and local structure planning followed by 
subdivision and development proposals.21 

2.19 The Committee resolved to raise its own concerns with DEC’s claims regarding health 
impacts of Jandakot Airport noise directly with the Minister for Health.  The 
Minister’s response is attached at Appendix 3.   

2.20 Relevantly, the Minister said: 

• The science linking noise especially aircraft noise to specific aspects of 
human health is complex and not well defined.  There are a number of studies 
that show qualitative associations, but quantitative links are not as clear.   

• Non auditory health effects from aircraft noise are known to occur but remain 
poorly defined; 

• In view of the number of proposed aircraft movements and the large scale of 
the proposed re-zoning, the Department of Health recommends that the 
proponent engage appropriately qualified consultants to undertake a health 
risk assessment of Jandakot Airport on the proposed subdivision.   

• It is recommended that both the Department of Health and DEC review the 
health risk assessment prior to any approval on the re-zoning. 

• The health risk assessment should include determination of whether variable 
lot densities across the subdivision, including lower density under flight paths 
or in closer proximity to the Airport, might assist with managing potential 
impacts of noise on amenity or health. 

                                                      
20  However, the WAPC provided written proof that the Department of Health had been routinely asked to 

make a submission on 21 October 2011.  The Department of Health did not respond and given WAPC’s 
administrative practice of not critiquing matters in submissions, it is not surprising WAPC failed to 
follow up DEC’s comments on alleged health impacts of noise directly with the Department of Health. 

21  Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment 1221/41, Banjup Urban Precinct, Report on Submissions; 
Submissions, Transcript of Hearings, unnumbered page. 
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2.21 The Minister said that if the Committee requires an immediate decision, then he 
supports the views of DEC and recommends the Government not expose future 
residents to an avoidable potential impact on health and amenity.22 

2.22 The Committee concurs with the Minister for Health that a health risk assessment of 
Jandakot Airport noise on future residents is required before any re-zoning of the sub-
division.   

3 CONCLUSIONS  

3.1 Broad powers to make a metropolitan region scheme amendment are conferred on the 
WAPC by the Act, with the consequence that the Committee’s scrutiny is largely one 
of compliance with the procedural requirements.  Despite this limitation, the 
Committee is of the view that the Banjup Major Amendment offends Committee Term 
of Reference 3.6(b).  It states:  

In its consideration of an instrument, the Committee is to inquire 
whether the instrument – 

(b) has an adverse effect on existing rights, interests, or 
legitimate expectations beyond giving effect to a purpose 
authorized or contemplated by the empowering enactment; 

In this clause –  “adverse effect” includes abrogation, deprivation, 
extinguishment, diminution…; 

3.2 The Committee finds that future Banjup Urban Precinct residents have a legitimate 
expectation that the health impacts of Jandakot Airport noise will be investigated and 
evaluated in the planning process before re-zoning. 

4 RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 The Committee makes the following two recommendations. 

 

Recommendation 1:  The Committee recommends that the Metropolitan Region Scheme 
Major Amendment 1221/41 – Banjup Urban Precinct be disallowed. 

 

                                                      
22  Letter from Hon Kim Hames MLA, Minister for Health, 5 November 2012, p1. 
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Recommendation 2:  The Committee recommends that in preparing any future 
metropolitan region scheme amendment for a Banjup urban precinct, the Minister for 
Planning give written directions to the Western Australian Planning Commission 
requiring the proponent to: 

(1) engage appropriately qualified consultants to undertake and publish a health risk 
assessment of Jandakot Airport noise on a Banjup urban precinct; and  

(2) have the Department of Health and the Department of Environment and 
Conservation review the health risk assessment prior to any approval of a Banjup 
urban precinct. 

 

 

 

Mr Paul Miles MLA  
Chairman 

15 November 2012 
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